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## I. Objectives of the Book and Introductory Considerations

1. Why this study, why archaeology and excavations at all?  
   1.1 Archaeologists excavate things and (re-)construct the history of humans based on objects: How does this work?  
   1.2 Why excavate ancient Kamid el-Loz, the archaeological site located in the middle of the today’s village of Kamid el-Loz?  
     1.2.1 Ancient Kamid el-Loz – the biography of the archaeological site in brief  
   1.3 Archaeology uses a Three-Age System to talk about historical developments: What are the “Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages”?  
   1.4 Architecture: The most visible of all the artifacts: The focus of our work at Kamid el-Loz.  
     1.4.1 The built environment: A special category of “thing” for the living as well as for the dead  
     1.4.2 How can archaeologists integrate the different approaches to the meanings of architecture, i.e., find out what the people’s needs, options, knowledge, and potentials were thousands of years ago?  

2. The architecture of today’s Kamid el-Loz: A case study for an appropriate procedure  
   2.1 How does a case study of a recent village’s architecture help archaeologists to study the architecture of the past?  

## II. Stories and Histories of Kamid el-Loz

1. Early beginnings at Kamid el-Loz (EBA IV / MBA I c. 2000 B.C.)  
   1.1 The oldest pieces of evidence …  
   1.2 How did we get this information?  
   1.3 Four soundings in the center of the tell – what are the material findings?  
   1.4 Four soundings in the center of the tell contained accumulated layers of soil, scanty architectural remains, and a multitude of pottery fragments. What do we learn from these rather sparse remains about the early settlers of Kamid el-Loz?  

   *Excursus: Broken pottery: Only waste, or another valuable source for understanding knowledge, habits and traditions?*
Excursus: The earliest indications of settler activities found so far date to the Early Bronze Age IV / Middle Bronze Age I transition: How do archaeologists estimate the relative and absolute age of the cultural heritage? 36

Conclusions: EB IV / MBA I – the oldest remains found so far, but not yet the remains from the earliest beginnings of Kamid el-Loz 37

2. Settlement activities continue, the actual cultural evidence changes: The early Middle Bronze Age (MBA I c. 2000 – 1750 B.C.) 39
   2.1 The settler’s body of knowledge: Holding on to the old and at the same time exhibiting the new 42
Conclusions: The early beginnings – what information does the early material legacy reveal concerning the people of and the communal life at Kamid el-Loz? 45

3. Urban beginnings? What evidence is needed to classify Kamid el-Loz as urban during the second phase of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA II c. 1750 – 1550 /1500 B.C.)? 47
   3.1 Are there signs for urban life at Kamid el-Loz? 48
   3.2 On what theoretical basis do archaeologists assign specific functions to specific buildings? 49
   3.3 Ancient texts: A further valuable source for drafting assumptions 50
   3.4 Practical application
      3.4.1 A complex of houses labeled as residential area 51
      3.4.2 Houses of unique type, size, and location – what do archaeologists associate with these features? 52
      3.4.3 The extraordinary buildings of Kamid el-Loz: Why do we call the palace of Kamid el-Loz the “palace”? 52
      3.4.4 The only immediate neighbor of the palace – its administrators? 54
      3.4.5 The temple: What evidence do we have to assign religious functions to a monumental building at Kamid el-Loz? 54
   3.5 A final remark 55

4. Urban beginnings – city I: The evidence is still scarce and the development is diverse, but urban beginnings are undeniable for the Middle Bronze Age II period at Kamid el-Loz (MBA II c. 1750 – 1550 /1500 B.C.) 57
   4.1 The first urban development known at Kamid el-Loz is visible in the early MBA II material remains (beginning c. 1750 B.C.) 58
      4.1.1 The story of the first known palace of Kamid el-Loz, dating to the early phase of the MBA II period and named Middle Bronze Age Palace 3 (MBP 3) 58
4.1.2 The administrative area, phase 2: Documented by another massive accumulation of burnt bricks, dating to the early phase of the Middle Bronze Age II

4.1.3 A further mass of burnt bricks: The earliest evidence for a temple (T 6?) dating to the early MBA II period?

4.1.4 Where did the people live in this early urban environment? (MBA II)

4.1.5 Communal buildings burnt, settlers’ houses decayed: When did this all happen?

4.2 The first urban development came to an end: A reflection on the misfortune that hit the city and its people and the actions and reactions of the people to the fate they experienced

Conclusions: Life in the first MBA II city of Kamid el-Loz

5. The first anomie: The urban function of the early MBA II city of Kamid el-Loz (city I) was interrupted, but the place as such was not forgotten

5.1 The former residential area in the north: When the settlers left their houses, did they also abandon their ancestors?

5.2 Squatters in the temple area? Or the continuation of cultic activities in devastated surroundings?

6. City 2: The first anomie ended, resettlement began and the second Middle Bronze Age city of Kamid el-Loz developed

6.1 The re-colonization of the palace area and the building of palace MBP 2

6.1.1 The administrative area, phase 1: Resettlement began with repairing the burnt and damaged remains of the first MBA II city

6.1.1.1 The new administrative building of the second MBA II city of Kamid el-Loz

6.1.2 A new domicile for cultic concerns?

6.1.2.1 Is Building T 5, indeed a temple?

6.1.2.2 Is Building T 4 a temple? It’s quite possible!

6.1.3 The housing estates of the 2nd MBA II city were still (or again) located in the area west of the temple and at the northern edge of the site

6.1.3.1 Signs of residences in the west

6.1.3.2 Houses, a pathway, and a fortification: The settlers were back in the northern habitat

6.2 The second urban period in MBA II Kamid el-Loz started well but ended violently

6.3 A multifaceted series of events took place in city 2: When did each event – building, burning, rebuilding, and abandoning – occur?

Conclusions: Life in the second MBA II city of Kamid el-Loz – according to the model and assumptions presented above
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